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Topic Break Down

Topic No. of Questions

Topic 2, New Update 87

Topic 3, Case Study 1 5

Topic 4, Case Study 2 5

Topic 5, Case Study 3 5

Topic 6, Case Study 4 3

Topic 7, Case Study 5 5

Topic 8, Mixed Questions 183

Total 293
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QUESTION NO: 1 - (DRAG DROP)

DRAG DROP

A call center manager monitors incoming phone calls. The manager analyzes the performance of phone reps by using a 
custom view. The view contains a custom field named Phone call Duration in Minutes.

The call center manager must present an Excel spreadsheet daily to upper management. The spreadsheet must contain the 
call center performance for further trending analysis and corrective actions.

You need to create the spreadsheet.

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the 
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.

Select and Place:

ANSWER:
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Explanation:

Step 1: Export the custom view to an Excel dynamic pivot table

You can export app data to an Office Excel PivotTable to see patterns and trends in data. An Excel PivotTable is a great way 
to summarize, analyze, explore, and present your app data.

Step 2: Create a pivot table, and then use the Phone Rep field as a category and the Phone call Duration in Minutes as field 
as series Step 3: Set the formula for phone call duration in minutes to Average and add a pie chart linked to the pivot table 
Step 4: Save the spreadsheet and upload it back to the system. 

Reference:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/user/export-excel-pivottable

QUESTION NO: 2 - (DRAG DROP)

DRAG DROP

You are creating entities in a Common Data Service database to capture sales data.

You create an entity named Sales that includes the following fields:
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You create a new entity that includes a field named TotalSales. The field is used to capture the aggregated sales for each 
salesperson.

You need to configure the fields for the entities.

Which field types should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate field types to the correct field names. Each field type may 
be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Select and Place:

ANSWER:
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Explanation:

Box 1: Calculated

Calculated columns are calculated in real-time when they are retrieved. Calculated columns can be composed using different 
data types. For example, an Integer calculated column may reference values from Decimal or Currency columns.

Box 2: Simple

A simple column isn’t defined as a calculated or rollup column.

Box 3: Rollup

Because rollup columns persist in the database, they can be used for filtering or sorting just like regular columns.

Reference:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/data-platform/calculated-rollup-attributes

QUESTION NO: 3

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a 
unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution, while 
others might not have a correct solution.

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not appear in 
the review screen.

You build a canvas app for a manufacturing company. The company receives parts and materials from many vendors. You 
create a form to collect information from packing slips.

Receivers must be able to take a picture of packing slips to receive materials instead of manually entering data in the app.

You need to ensure that users can scan packing slip information into the form.
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Proposed solution: Use an Entity Extraction model.

Does the solution meet the goal?

A. Yes

B. No

ANSWER: B 

Explanation:

Instead use the Use a Text Recognition model.

Note: Create a canvas app and add the text recognizer AI Builder component to your screen. This component takes a photo 
or loads an image from the local device, and then processes it to detect and extract text based on the text recognition 
prebuilt model. If it detects text in the image, the component outputs the text and identifies the instances by showing a 
rectangle for each instance in the image.

Incorrect Answers:

AI Builder entity extraction models recognize specific data in the text that you target based on your business needs.

The model identifies key elements in the text and then classifies them into predefined categories. This can help you 
transform unstructured data into structured data that’s machine-readable. You can then apply processing to retrieve 
information, extract facts, and answer questions.

Reference: https://knowledgefrommanish.com/powerplatform/ai-builder-entity-extraction-ai-model/ 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/ai-builder/prebuilt-text-recognizer-component-in-powerapps

QUESTION NO: 4

Your company makes use of Microsoft 365, Microsoft Azure, and Power Platform for app development. Your company has a 
sister company that has the same Microsoft SharePoint and Azure configurations, but have their own tenant.

You have been tasked with building a mobile app that must also be made available to the sister company. The sister 
company, however, must be prevented from making changes to any of the app components.

You need to make sure that when detecting versions of the app solution, the following must be detected to prevent 
whichever inadvertent problems resulting from rolling back individual components to a previous version.

All app components of the application must be provided to the sister company.

Which of the following should be run before publishing the components for export? (Choose all that apply.)

A. Portal Checker

B. App checker

C. Flow checker

D. Object Detector
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ANSWER: B C 

Explanation:

Scenario: When identifying versions of the app solution, all dependencies, entities, and user interfaces components must be 
identified to avoid any unintentional issues caused by reverting individual components to a previous version.

Power Apps has added components to the rule set that encourages best practices in the Power Apps Checker. You can 
check your canvas apps and flows that are included in solutions and then review all issues in a single, consolidated report.

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform-release-plan/2019wave2/microsoft-powerapps/checker-
includes-rules-canvas-apps-flows 

QUESTION NO: 5

You receive ideas from employees in a Microsoft Teams channel. Managers are not members of the Teams channel 
Submissions must be reviewed by three managers who are determined by submission type. You need approval from the 
managers to process submissions. What should you create?

A. approval request in the Teams channel that requires a response from all approvers

B. approval request in a chat with the three managers that requires a response from all approvers

C. approval template that requires responses to be completed m order

D. approval template that requires a response from all approvers

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 6

You create a new solution publisher and include a publisher prefix value.

Which two actions can you perform? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. You can change contact details of a publisher after you create the publisher

B. When you change a solution publisher prefix, you can change the schema name for existing components

C. You can change the schema name of a publisher after creating the publisher

D. You can add a component from one solution to another solution that has a different publisher

ANSWER: A D 

Explanation:

Once you introduce a publisher for a component in a managed solution, you can’t change the publisher for the component.
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Reference:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/alm/solution-concepts-alm#solution-publisher

QUESTION NO: 7

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a 
unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution, while 
others might not have a correct solution.

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not appear in 
the review screen.

You are developing a model-driven app that uses a Common Data Service database. App users will have a variety of 
different security roles.

Development and testing must be performed using production data. Multiple testers must be used at each testing stage.

You need to provision and configure new environments for development and testing.

Solution:

 Provision a developer environment named D1 and a sandbox environment named S1.

 Copy the production environment to both D1 and S1.  Use D1 for development and S1 for testing.

Does the solution meet the goal?

A. Yes

B. No

ANSWER: B 

Explanation:

Production: This is intended to be used for permanent work in an organization.

Do not use production environment for testing.

Note: Instead use two sandboxed environments: one for development and one for testing.

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/environments-overview

QUESTION NO: 8 - (HOTSPOT)

HOTSPOT

An administrator plans to create and deploy dashboards for use only by sales associates. The dashboards will display the 
current sales pipeline, open cases, recent major wins, and key opportunities by postal code.

Sales associates must be able to act on the specific data displayed in dashboards.
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You need to create the dashboards.

Which type of dashboards should you create? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Hot Area:

ANSWER:

Explanation:

Box 1: User

Type of dashboard: If you want your dashboards to be available across the organization and do not want to manage the 
access levels at a more detailed level, you might want to create an organization-owned dashboard. However, if you are 
concerned about the access privileges and security of your dashboard, consider creating a user-owned dashboard where 
you have more control on who can access it.

Box 2: Single-stream

The single-stream dashboards display real-time data over one stream based on an entity view or queue. The single-stream 
dashboards are typically helpful to Tier 2 service leads or managers, who monitor fewer, but more complex or escalated 
cases.

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/model-driven-apps/create-dashboard 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/model-driven-apps/configure-interactive-experience-dashboards 

QUESTION NO: 9
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You have a Power Apps solution that includes three model-driven apps, a business process flow, and a scheduled flow. The 
solution is deployed to a datacentre in the United States.

You plan to deploy the solution to Canada.

You need to identify applicable government regulations for all components of the solution.

Which three actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. View results in the Service Trust portal.

B. Check the results of the Solution checker.

C. Identify regulations for the region where the tenant resides.

D. Identify all regulations for the region where the Common Data Service database resides.

E. Configure data loss prevention (DLP) policies in the Power Platform Admin center.

ANSWER: A D E 

Explanation:

A: The Microsoft Service Trust Portal provides a variety of content, tools, and other resources about Microsoft security, 
privacy, and compliance practices.

D: The Service Trust Portal contains details about Microsoft's implementation of controls and processes that protect our 
cloud services and the customer data therein.

Reference:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/get-started-with-service-trust-portal

QUESTION NO: 10

You need to consider the underlined segment to establish whether it is accurate.

To configure the value for a global variable, you should use the Set function.

A. If

B. Collect

C. UpdateContext

D. No adjustment required.

ANSWER: D 

Explanation:

https://dumpsarena.com/
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You set the value of the global variable with the Set function. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/working-with-variables

QUESTION NO: 11

You document client data via a Microsoft SharePoint list.

You are planning to configure a Power Automate flow that triggers a series of actions when new data is added to the list.

Which of the following actions should you take?

A. You should use the When an item is created trigger.

B. You should use the For a selected file trigger.

C. You should use the When a file is classified by a content understanding model trigger.

D. You should use the When an item is created or modified trigger.

ANSWER: A 

Explanation:

MS Flow will trigger when an item is created in the list. It will return all list item properties which can be used in the Flow.

Reference:

https://www.c-sharpcorner.com/article/sharepoint-based-triggers-in-ms-flow-part-2/ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-
automate/triggers-introduction

QUESTION NO: 12 - (HOTSPOT)

HOTSPOT

You are configuring security to enable users to analyze data by using Microsoft Excel templates.

You create a security role named TemplateAdministrator and configure the role as shown below and assign the role to a 
user named User1.
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Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that answers each question based on the information presented in 
the graphic.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Hot Area:
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ANSWER:
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Explanation:

QUESTION NO: 13

You have recently built a new canvas app. You are currently in the process of configuring a business rule.

You have to make sure that the scope is properly configured.

You set the scope to Entity.

Does the action achieve your objective?

A. Yes, it does

B. No, it does not

ANSWER: A 

Explanation:

Reference:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/common-data-service/data-platform-create-business-rule
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QUESTION NO: 14

You are creating a canvas app. You plan to use variables that are scoped to a screen to store values.

You need to create and update the value of the variables.

Which three functions can you use? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. Collect

B. Patch

C. Navigate

D. Set

E. UpdateContext

ANSWER: B C E 

Explanation:

B: Use the Patch function to modify records in complex situations. Such as, when you do updates that require no user 
interaction or use forms that span multiple screens.

CE: Context variables are scoped for Screen. They are great for passing values to a screen, much like parameters to a 
procedure in other languages. Can be referenced from only one screen.

Functions available for context variables:

UpdateContext

Navigate

Note:

Use the UpdateContext function to create a context variable, which temporarily holds a piece of information, such as the 
number of times the user has selected a button or the result of a data operation.

Context variables are also preserved when a user navigates between screens. You can use Navigate to set one or more 
context variables for the screen that the formula will display, which is the only way to set a context variable from outside the 
screen.

Reference:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/functions/function-patch

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/functions/function-navigate

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/functions/function-updatecontext

QUESTION NO: 15

An automobile company uses Power Apps. The company uses a model-driven app to manage customers and repairs.

https://dumpsarena.com/
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The Customer table has a custom column of type text named Best time to call. On the Repair form, employees require the 
Best time to call column to be displayed next to the customer name.

You need to modify the model-driven app to display the Best time to call column.

Which two steps should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. Add The Best time to call column to the quick view Repair form.

B. Create a quick view form for the Repair table.

C. Create a quick view form for the Customer table.

D. Add the Best time to call column to the quick view Customer form.

ANSWER: C D 
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